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Abstract. Despite its rising popularity, using and managing Linked Data remains a challenge for developers of mainstream web and mobile applications.
In this demo we present "LDtogo", a framework that makes it easy for application administrators to integrate and maintain Linked Data when building new
applications or when re-using existing ones. LDtogo does this by 1) supporting
data processing by means of plug-ins, 2) providing an easy-to-use interface to
create a customized API wrapper for applications and 3) using only technologies available on common web hosting platforms (e.g. LAMP hosting environments). Its modular structure and support for standards are important properties.
Keywords: RDF, Linked Data, Framework, Data Mapping, WSDL, Web Services,
LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP), Shared Hosting.
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Introduction

Despite the growing possibilities for the creation of Linked Data applications, the
integration of Linked Data into applications has not yet become mainstream. For
Linked Data applications to become mainstream, we need solutions that make it easier
to develop, deploy and maintain Linked Data based applications.
In this demo, we present a framework that facilitates Linked Data based applications for mainstream developers.

2

Related Linked Data Solutions

There are several solutions that aim to increase or improve the usage of Linked Data
in applications, such as The Callimachus project [1], the Large Knowledge Collider
(LarKC) [2], ARC2 [3], the RAP Toolkit [4], the Linked Data API [5], ActiveRDF
[6], Drupal [7] and others. However none of these provide a solutions that a) targets
main stream web application developers involved in small or medium size projects; b)
is usable and installable alongside the targeted application on a standard LAMP hosting environment; c) is easy to deploy; d) acts as a middle layer between Linked Data
sources and the targeted application; e) provides a graphical user interface (GUI)
that allows for easy setup and the division of roles; e) provides a configurable API
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interface towards the application; f) provides a generic plug-in system. General ‘data
mash-up’ solutions such as Yahoo Pipes1 and especially DERI Pipes2 also provide
support for Linked Data, however, they are not deployable on standard LAMP hosting
environments as a standalone system. Yahoo pipes is offered as a web service while
DERI pipes can be installed but requires Tomcat.

3

Description of the LDtogo Framework

We have developed ‘LDtogo’: A framework that facilitates easy data management for Linked
Data applications. LDtogo is a (web) application in its own right, which manifests itself as a ‘control panel’ - type application that can be installed on any PHP/MySQL hosting environment, in
many cases being the hosting environment of the ‘target application’. By ‘target application’
we mean the application that will be using LDtogo to gather data. The target application
can be of several types, e.g. a web application, a mobile app, or a native application that
relies on HTTP requests to gather data. An example instance of LDtogo can be found at
http://www.amstertour.com/LDtogo/ with the target application AmsterTour3 at
http://www.amstertour.com .
Extracting the Data Selection Process. Using LDtogo, the data selection process no
longer takes place within the target application, but in the framework. LDtogo has a
modular setup, to allow for easy editing of the data selection process. The framework
uses SPARQL to select data from remote sources, and has a plug-in system to allow
for manipulation of the selected data. The devised queries can be tested immediately
from within the framework, and the sequence of queries and plug-ins can easily be
edited using a visual ‘plug-in chain’. The target application interacts with the framework using an API interface. The target application can do a ‘data request’, i.e. a request to the framework to provide it with data, optionally providing input parameters.
LDtogo will handle the request by selecting data using the chain of queries and plugins as setup for the specific request.
Flexibility in Application Maintenance and Reuse. With the data selection process
handled by LDtogo, the way in which data is selected can be edited without the need
to make changes to the application. This can include simple modifications e.g. to
select additional data, as well as more drastic changes; By altering settings in the
framework such as the used selection query and/or the used plug-ins, the main application (or modules thereof) can be reused with data from other Linked Data sources.
These ‘application modules’ can be shared among users of the framework, while the
same holds for plug-ins. To make the distinction between these two terms more clear,
an application module is a piece of code that is part of the target application and does
something with the data received from the framework (after the complete request has
1
2
3
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A mobile city tour guide application. See [8] for details.
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been handled), while a plug-in does something with the data as part of the request
handling within the framework. .
Components within LDtogo. LDtogo can be used to specify a collection of settings
that together determine how data is selected from the Linked Data Cloud to fulfill the
target applications’ data needs. In order to be flexible and allow for re-use, we have
chosen a modular setup for LDtogo. The framework consists of ‘Linked Data
Sources’ (i.e., sources that provide an accessible endpoint), ‘Queries’ to select data
from specified Linked Data Sources, ‘Plug-ins’ to alter selected data, ‘Data Requests’
that contain the settings to define how a specific request should be handled, and ‘Application Modules’ that group together multiple types of requests that can be made by
the same target application. In short, these components in LDtogo together define
how to transform the request input of data requests done by the target application into
the desired request output.

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of LDtogo. An Application Module groups together multiple Data
Requests. The ‘Data Chain’ of a Data Request can consist of multiple queries and plug-ins.

Interplay of Components. These components together form the configurable set of
tools that allow an application administrator to define and adjust the data selection
strategy for an application without the need to modify the target application. The target application uses an API interface provided by the framework to request data
needed for its operation. Figure 1 provides an overview of the various components
and how they work together to fulfill a data request made by the target application.
The target application can perform a data request by making an API call to the
framework. This can either be a HTTP request or a direct function call in PHP. When
LDtogo receives a data request, it loads the settings for the particular request and
executes the Data Queries and Plug-ins that together form the data chain for that
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request. The queries and plug-ins are executed in the order that was specified using
the GUI (figure 2) of LDtogo. The end result of the data chain is used as response to
the original data request made by the target application.

4

Usage Scenario

An advantage of using the LDtogo GUI is that duties can be split over multiple parties/persons. A developer can focus on developing the core functionality of the application, while a data administrator (e.g the data owner or someone familiar with
SPARQL) can focus on the data selection process. The application developer can
assume an API interface as suits him/her best, and together parties can use the GUI
interface to map selected data onto the assumed API interface. Many organizations,
for example in the cultural heritage sector, now have mature interesting data, but the
number of applications is still not overwhelming. Using LDtogo, these organizations
can cooperate with any ‘random’ developer to create interesting applications, where
the organization fulfills the role of data manager within LDtogo. The development
party can specify the desired API interface needed to implement the functionality
requested, and together they can create the needed mappings and plug-in chain. Vice
versa, a web application developer not familiar with Linked Data can contact a third
party with knowledge in this area (possibly the publisher of the data) to assist with the
data selection process.

5

Demonstration

During the demonstration we will show the different components within the LDtogo
framework, explain their purpose and how they interact with each other. We will
demonstrate how to define Linked Data sources, Data Requests and Plug-ins within
LDtogo and how to combine them to fulfill a data request made by a target application. To this end, we will use the data mapping solution in the GUI of LDtogo.
We will demonstrate LDtogo in combination with two applications; the aforementioned AmsterTour application and the Agora Touch Demonstrator of the Agora
project4 . Using the AmsterTour application, we will explain the steps involved in
fulfilling a data request. We will show how to map the data selected for the application to the defined API interface using the visual data chain. Thereafter we will demonstrate how to alter the data using plug-ins. Along with that we will explain how the
plug-in system works.
Next, we will demonstrate how existing applications can be re-used with LDtogo
by looking at the Agora Touch demonstrator. We will take a brief look at the API
interface of this application, developed before LDtogo was conceived, and use LDtogo to mimic the expected API interface and re-use the Agora Touch demonstrator
with Linked Data from other sources.
4
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Fig. 2. An overview screenshot of the LDtogo GUI, showing the component browser, the
immediate testing panel, and several setting windows for a data request such as the data chain
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